ALPS OutdoorZ Adds Commander Lite Pack Bag

New Haven, Mo. - ALPS OutdoorZ expands the versatility of its low-profile meat-hauling pack frames by offering a new modular pack bag. The Commander Lite Pack Bag is designed to work with the popular Commander Lite or Commander Freighter cargo frames to give wilderness hunters a means to transport both their gear and their game using the same frame system.

The new Commander Lite Pack Bag is a lightweight (2 lbs.), moderate-capacity (2880 in³) pack built for backcountry hunters who need to haul enough equipment for multi-day bivouacs as well as transport game back to the trailhead. The heart of the Commander Lite Pack Bag is a cinch-strap webbing matrix that allows the pack to secure to the Commander Lite or Commander Freighter external-frame pack systems, effectively functioning as a conventional external-frame pack. Upon completion of a successful hunt, the Commander Lite Pack Bag can be separated from the frame system to secure meat and antlers. The Pack Bag can then be reattached to the frame or set aside to allow the frame to be used as a dedicated meat-hauler, depending on the hunter's needs.

As a wilderness gear transportation system, the Commander Lite Pack Bag is replete with storage options to carry everything the ultralight wilderness hunter needs for a multi-day backcountry adventure. Boasting a capacity of 47 liters, the pack also includes over-sized side pockets, a top-lid zipper pocket for quick-access items, a side pocket to house a spotting scope, and dual side pockets on both sides for smaller gear and supplies. A drop-down gun boot is included for hands-free navigation over rough terrain, and an integrated rain cover keeps gear dry in inclement weather.

ALPS OutdoorZ Commander Lite Pack Bag Specifications
- Weight: 2 lbs.
- Dimensions: 16x9x20 inches
- Capacity: 2880 cubic inches / 47L
- Compatible with both Commander Lite and Commander Freighter Frames
- Two side compression straps
- Drop-down gun boot
- Oversized side pockets for water bottle or tripod
- MOLLE webbing for extra front attachment points
- Top lid zipper pocket
- Side spotting scope pocket
- Hydration compatible
- Rain cover
- Double side pockets on each side

For more information about this and other innovative hunting pack solutions from ALPS OutdoorZ, visit http://www.alpsoutdoorz.com/.

About ALPS Brands:
Beginning in 1993 with the establishment of ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS Brands is a continuously growing and expanding group of companies dedicated to developing and manufacturing high quality, performance-driven outdoor products. Currently making up the ALPS Brands family of companies are ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS OutdoorZ, Cedar Ridge, Browning Camping and Hunting Blinds. ALPS OutdoorZ—the hunting gear moniker for ALPS Brands—made its mark over a decade ago by offering packs purposefully designed for remote wilderness hunting. Today, ALPS OutdoorZ products cover everything from day and expedition packs to waterfowl blinds and turkey hunting vests, as well as furniture, gun cases and sleeping bags. ALPS OutdoorZ items are sold and distributed in the best camping, backpacking and outdoor dealers throughout the entire US and Canada. For more information, please visit www.alpsoutdoorz.com.
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